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Message from the Volunteer Auxiliary Board President
Greetings,
I am starting my tenth year as a volunteer and it has been a blast! 
It has been a pleasure serving as president these past two years 
and I thank you for your support. 
Your Volunteer Auxiliary has been busy this past year. In fiscal year 
2013, we raised $99,520 and distributed it to many different programs 
that otherwise would not be available for our patients. We were able to 
accomplish this thanks mainly to the myriad of employees, volunteers 
and visitors who shop at our Gift Gallery, along with other fundraising 
efforts such as the jewelry sale.
You don’t have to be a Volunteer Auxiliary Board member to help with 
fundraising. You simply need to be willing to lend your expertise to one of the committees. Stop in the 
Volunteer Office and ask where you can help.
Our two-year initiative, “Project 450,” is well on its way to meeting its goal to enlist 450 new volunteers 
by January 2015. We have awarded seven $50 gift certificates so far to employees and volunteers who 
have made the most successful referrals to the volunteer program. Three more will be awarded Jan. 1, 2015, 
along with the grand prize of a new Apple iPad. 
Thank you for your efforts to grow our volunteer program, recruiting volunteers who are needed 
throughout CentraCare and for being such an important part of a positive patient and visitor experience. 
We couldn’t do it without you. Be sure to give the incoming Volunteer Auxiliary Board President, 
Barb McConnell, a warm welcome!
Sincerely,
Phil Ruggiero
Volunteer Auxiliary Board President
St. Cloud Hospital
The benefits of volunteering:
      •  Make a difference in the lives of patients 
          and their families
      •  Use your talents, develop new skills and 
          explore careers
      •  Socialize, network and meet new friends
      •  Receive recognition through events, awards, 
          incentive tours and more
      •  Stay active and exercise
      •  Live a longer, happier, healthier life
      •  Enjoy complimentary meals and snacks
      •  Receive discounts from local businesses
      •  Receive special consideration for St. Cloud 
          Hospital Volunteer Auxiliary scholarships
Volunteer Auxiliary Board
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Rosie Imgrund
Member at Large
Eucharistic Minister
Linda Hendrickson
Member at Large
Clerical Float Pool 
and Newborn Nursery
Paul Gauerke
Member at Large
No One Dies Alone, 
STEP Force, Stephen 
Minister and Tour Guide
Kendra Flanagan
Past President
Gorecki Guest House
and Project H.E.A.L.
Gordon Snyder
Assistant Treasurer
Marv Kustermann 
Treasurer
Eucharistic Minister 
Bob Nelson
Second Vice President
Link to Life Service 
Representative and 
STEP Force
Barb McConnell
Vice President
Hospital Archives
and Tour Guide
Phil Ruggiero
President
Link to Life Service 
Representative, STEP Force 
and Tour Guide
Pat Ring
Member at Large
Clerical Float Pool, 
Information Desk and 
STEP Force Dispatch
Jerry Ring
Member at Large
STEP Force
Virgie Zenner 
Member at Large
Elder Network and 
Eucharistic Minister
Kathy Zwilling 
Member at Large
Gift Gallery
Kathy Schug
Member at Large
STEP Force and 
Tour Guide
Kholood Abuhadid
Vice President
Rachel Ertl
President
Alex Mayer
Secretary
Anna Hoover
Member at Large
Steve Irlbeck 
Member at Large
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Are you interested in serving on the  
Volunteer Auxiliary Board?
Contact the Volunteer Office for more information. 
Call 320-255-5638 or e-mail volunteer@centracare.com today.
Ashley Martin
Member at Large
Sruthi Shankar
Member at Large
Elizabeth Krauss 
Member at Large
Center for 
Surgical Care 
Junior Volunteer Advisory Council
Volunteer Awards
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Alan Fredrickson
Adult Volunteer -
STEP Force
Keith Spinali
College Volunteer -
Emergency Trauma 
Center, STEP Force 
and Student Serve 
& Learn
Ashley Martin 
Junior Volunteer -
Team Lead, Junior 
Volunteer Advisory 
Council and Student 
Serve & Learn
July 2013
Sharron Schlagel
Adult Volunteer -
Gift Gallery 
Zach Hoggarth
College Volunteer -
STEP Force and 
Student Serve 
& Learn
Brianna Zachman
Junior Volunteer -
Team Lead
August 2013
Michelle Busch
Adult Volunteer -
Coborn Cancer Center 
Reception & Infusion
Casey Kunkel
College Volunteer -
Student Serve 
& Learn
Becka Blonski 
Junior Volunteer
September 2013
Joanne Elwell
Adult Volunteer -
Recovery Plus
Travis Anderson
College Volunteer -
STEP Force
Allen Chen
Junior Volunteer -
Team Lead
October 2013
Mitzi Rasmussen
Adult Volunteer -
Gorecki 
Guest House
Beth Hagen
College Volunteer -
STEP Force
Morgan Wolle
Junior Volunteer -
Team Lead
November 2013
Hugo Weyrens
Adult Volunteer -
Eucharistic Minister
Kim Moy
College Volunteer -
STEP Force
Jensen Potts
Junior Volunteer
December 2013
Volunteers of the Month
Volunteer Awards
Jackie Maleska
Adult Volunteer -
Enhancement 
Program Assistant 
and NICU 
Cuddle Time
Carly Novak
College Volunteer -
STEP Force and
Student Serve 
& Learn
Sid Paari
Junior Volunteer -
Team Lead
January 2014
Steve Irlbeck
Adult Volunteer -
Cardiac Rehab
Brittany Ahrens
College Volunteer -
STEP Force
Gina Olson 
Junior Volunteer -
Gift Gallery
March 2014
Mary Jane Lauerman
Mary Pat Fitzgerald
Adult Volunteers -
Center for Surgical Care
and Project H.E.A.L.
Utku Hasbay
College Volunteer -
MyChart Promotions 
Representative, 
STEP Force and 
Student Serve & Learn
Sam Lindeman
Junior Volunteer -
Gift Gallery
April 2014
Tom Huffman
Adult Volunteer -
STEP Force and 
STEP Force 
Dispatch
Cecilie Pravdica
College Volunteer -
STEP Force and
Student Serve 
& Learn
Anna Leaf
Junior Volunteer 
May 2014
Volunteers of the Month
Nancy Koski
Adult Volunteer -
Gift Gallery
Marie Bedard
College Volunteer -
Student Serve & 
Learn and 
Urgency Center
Sunny Jensen
Junior Volunteer 
February 2014
Angie Hipp
Adult Volunteer -
6th Avenue Bistro
Alex Martin
College Volunteer -
Central Processing, 
Pharmacy and 
STEP Force
Claire Sautner
Junior Volunteer
June 2014
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Volunteer Awards
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Brianna Zachman, Junior Volunteer of the Year, joined the volunteer program in 
June 2012 and has since developed into a strong leader of the Junior Volunteer Program. 
Most recently, Brianna was elected to the position of Vice President in the Junior Volunteer 
Advisory Council and looks forward to working closely with her peers and the Volunteer 
Program staff to make the Junior Volunteer Program even better. She consistently takes on 
extra shifts and responsibilities, is excited to assist with whatever task she is assigned and 
leads by example every day. With more than 390 hours of service, Brianna stands out 
in the hearts and minds of her peers.
Mary Pat Fitzgerald and Mary Jane Lauerman, chosen as 
Volunteers of the Year, have worked as a team with Project H.E.A.L. since 
joining Volunteer Services in June 1990. They also volunteer in the Center for 
Surgical Care where they continue to make a difference each and every week 
and together have 7,404 hours of combined service. In addition, they also 
have been involved in other volunteer activities over the years including 
helping with sewing, special events and Holly Ball. They are indeed a 
package deal so we’ve decided to give them both the award! We appreciate 
all their hard work, dedication and continued service. Mere words cannot 
express our gratitude for having them in our Volunteer Program.
Rosalie Timmers Award 
and $2,000 Scholarship
Junior Volunteer of the Year
Volunteers of the Year
Rachel Ertl, winner of the Rosalie Timmers Award and Scholarship, decided she wanted 
to volunteer at the hospital even before her 14th birthday. She joined the Volunteer Program in 
December 2009 and has served more than 1,000 hours. In her scholarship application she wrote 
that her encounters while volunteering made her realize that she is passionate about working in 
the medical field. She has fallen in love with the fact that every day is different and what lies 
ahead in a shift is unknown. Through volunteering, Rachel has had the opportunity to explore 
various areas of health care. These experiences contributed to her excitement to pursue nursing 
at Winona State University. She consistently goes above and beyond, and embodies the 
true spirit of the Rosalie Timmers award — from her staggering amount of service to 
her leadership style.
Rosalie Timmers $1,000 Memorial Scholarship
Kholood Abuhadid, Angelica Anderson and Sruthi Shankar
(with Rosalie Timmers’ daughter Bev Timmers-Lahr, 
second from right)
Kholood Abuhadid is an aspiring physician who is 
recognized for her significant service hours as well as her uplifting 
spirit. Kholood has set herself apart with her dedication and 
excitement about volunteering.
Angelica Anderson always puts 100 percent of herself into 
every task. She maintains the positive attitude that she’s become 
known for, no matter her situation. In her application she wrote 
about her gratefulness for being able to assist in a hospital setting.
Sruthi Shankar said that volunteering has been very fulfilling. 
The hospital has provided more eye-opening experiences than she 
could have imagined — not only is she able to work alongside 
experienced professionals, but she also is able to impact patients.
Congratulations to Ashley Martin, “Most Dedicated” Junior Volunteer. 
This award is given to a Junior Volunteer who stands out for his or her exceptional 
commitment to volunteering. Ashley has dedicated over 670 hours of her time since 
December 2012. She served more than 318 hours in the past year alone. Ashley has 
volunteered in a variety of roles including Junior Volunteer Team Lead and in multiple 
sessions of the Student Serve & Learn Program. One thing that stands out about Ashley 
is her curiosity and her desire to ensure patients and guests 
have the best possible experience at St. Cloud Hospital.
Volunteer Awards
Congratulations to volunteer, Kholood Abuhadid, winner of the 
Spirit of Women Young Person Role Model (ages 14-20). Each year, St. Cloud 
Hospital honors unsung heroes in our community. The awards celebrate women 
who take action to make their communities healthier, safer and a more inspirational 
place to live.
Winners are picked by a committee coordinated by St. Cloud Hospital and 
CentraCare Health Foundation. All winners receive recognition for their work 
and a $1,000 award to further their community commitment.
In addition to her service recognition, Kholood also was honored in the past with Volunteer of the Month, 
the Most Spirited Junior Volunteer award and a Rosalie Timmers Memorial 
Scholarship this year. As a volunteer, Kholood makes a difference in the lives 
of patients, guests, staff, and fellow volunteers at St. Cloud Hospital.
Congratulations to Anna Hoover, winner of the St. Cloud Optimist Club award. 
Anna has generously donated more than 950 hours of her time since November 2010. 
She has served as a Junior Volunteer, Junior Volunteer Team Lead, Student Serve 
& Learn Program, as well as Vice President and Treasurer of the Junior Volunteer 
Advisory Council. Anna shows dedication, integrity, hospitality and respect each 
day she volunteers. She continuously thinks of ways to help the Volunteer Program 
and make the experience of her peers that much greater. Anna is an outstanding 
youth and a pleasure to work with.
The “Most Spirited” Volunteer award is given to a volunteer who has the ability 
to light up a room — they always have a positive attitude that seems to be contagious. 
Sunnita “Sunny” Jensen has dedicated over 132 hours of her 
time since joining the Junior Volunteer Program in June 2013. In addition 
to her regular schedule she also volunteers in the New Baby Day Camp 
program. Her welcoming presence and positive attitude not only 
provide a great example for fellow volunteers, but also create 
a friendly environment for patients and guests.
George Aleshire, hospice volunteer at St. Cloud Hospital, was awarded 
the prestigious Volunteer of the Year award from the Minnesota Network of 
Hospice & Palliative Care on April 8. George has been with our hospice program 
for 22 years and has put in almost 2,000 hours of his time, his heart and his soul. 
We appreciate all that George has done for our program and congratulate him 
on this wonderful achievement.
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Areas of Service
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Cancer Care Services
Volunteer hours: 2,858
Number of volunteers: 36
      •  Animal-Assisted Therapy 
      •  Art Therapy Assistant 
      •  Coborn Cancer Center Infusion
      •  Coborn Cancer Center Musician
      •  Coborn Cancer Center Reception
      •  Dietetics
      •  Enhancement Program
      •  Enhancement Program Assistant
      •  Look Good. . . Feel Better® Program 
CentraCare 
Digestive Center
Volunteer hours: 1,250 
Number of volunteers: 13
      •  Dialysis Patient Partner
      •  Endoscopy –
          CentraCare Health Plaza
      •  Kidney Program Ambassador
      •  Outpatient Services/Endoscopy –
          St. Cloud Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
Volunteer hours: 4,650 
Number of volunteers: 71
      •  Card Group
      •  Clara’s House Assistant
      •  Elder Network
      •  Journey Home
      •  Mental Health
      •  Recovery Coach
CentraCare Heart 
& Vascular Center
Volunteer hours: 2,014  
Number of volunteers: 23
      •  Cardiac Rehabilitation
      •  Dietetics 
      •  Exercise Physiologist Assistant
      •  Mended Hearts 
Areas of Service
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Education & Professional
Development
Volunteer hours: 1,364
Number of volunteers: 12
      •  Education Department
      •  General Orientation Tour Guide
      •  Library Assistant
      •  Patient Library
Emergency Trauma Center
Volunteer hours: 2,510
Number of volunteers: 43
      •  Emergency Trauma Center 
          Administration
      •  Emergency Trauma Center
      •  Urgency Center –
          CentraCare Health Plaza
Gift Gallery
Volunteer hours: 11,326 
Number of volunteers: 100
      •  Gift Gallery Buyer
      •  Gift Gallery Buyer’s 
          Assistant
      •  Gift Gallery –
          CentraCare Health Plaza
      •  Gift Gallery –
          St. Cloud Hospital
CentraCare Pharmacy
Volunteer hours: 1,041 
Number of volunteers: 14
      •  Pharmacy
Areas of Service
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Home Care & 
Hospice Services
Volunteer hours: 3,411 
Number of volunteers: 47
      •  Home Care
      •  Hospice
Health Information 
Management
Volunteer hours: 890
Number of volunteers: 10
      •  Health Information Management –
          CentraCare Health Plaza
      •  Health Information Management –
          St. Cloud Hospital
Junior Volunteer
Volunteer hours: 9,121 
Number of volunteers: 123
      •  Junior Volunteer
      •  Junior Volunteer Advisory Council
      •  JV Team Lead 
Gorecki Guest House
Volunteer hours: 1,390
Number of volunteers: 14
      •  Gorecki Guest House
Areas of Service
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Link to Life
Volunteer hours: 824 
Number of volunteers: 14
      •  Link to Life Office Support
      •  Link to Life Service Representative
Medicine Care Center
Volunteer hours: 1,117 
Number of volunteers: 19
      •  Health Care Directives
      •  Medical Unit Two
      •  Nurse Ambassador
      •  Patient Care Support
      •  Patient & Family Care
Patient Access
Volunteer hours: 30,601
Number of volunteers: 267
      •  Flower Delivery
      •  Information Desk
      •  Float – CentraCare
          Health Plaza
      •  Greeter – CentraCare
          Health Plaza
      •  STEP Force
      •  STEP Force Dispatch
      •  STEP Force Support
      •  Student Serve & Learn
Perioperative Services
Volunteer hours: 1,698      
Number of volunteers: 16
      •  Center for Surgical Care
      •  Central Processing Department
      •  Surgery Family Waiting Area
Spiritual Care
Volunteer hours: 11,952
Number of volunteers: 90
      •  Eucharistic Minister
      •  Hospital Archives
      •  Mission Integration
      •  No One Dies Alone (NODA) 
          Program 
      •  Prayer Ministry
      •  Spiritual Care Office Project
      •  Stephen Minister
Project H.E.A.L.
Volunteer hours: 712      
Number of volunteers: 70
      •  Project H.E.A.L.
Areas of Service
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Special Events
Volunteer hours: 5,208
Number of volunteers: 87
      •  Benefit Fair
      •  Blood Drive
      •  Brat Sale
      •  Childcare
      •  Festival of Lights
      •  Gift of Hope Grief Boxes
      •  Health Care Auxiliary 
          of Minnesota Board
      •  Lemonade Arts Festival
      •  Photo and Video Shoots
      •  Special Events
Areas of Service
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Photo courtesy of St. Cloud Times
Support Services
Volunteer hours: 9,882
Number of volunteers: 68
      •  6th Avenue Bistro
      •  Clerical Float Pool
      •  Distribution
      •  Greeting Cards
      •  Laundry
      •  Riverfront Dining
Women & Children’s Center
Volunteer hours: 6,183
Number of volunteers: 88
      •  Animal-Assisted Therapy
      •  Child & Adolescent 
          Specialty Center Playologist
      •  Children’s Center Playologist
      •  Family Birthing Center Reception
      •  Family Birthing Center Tour Guide
      •  New Baby Day Camp
      •  Newborn Nursery
      •  NICU Cuddle Time
      •  NICU Family Support Specialist
      •  NICU Follow-Up Clinic
      •  NICU Harpist
      •  NICU Parent to Parent Support
      •  NICU Photographer
      •  Sewing
Other Programs
Volunteer hours: 1,673
Number of volunteers: 51
      •  Bariatric Center Assistant
      •  Bone & Joint Class Greeter
      •  CentraCare Square Attendant
      •  Healing Touch
      •  Health Care Directives
      •  Intensive Care Unit/Palliative Care
      •  Marketing Materials Distribution
      •  MyChart Promotions Representative
      •  Patient & Family Care
      •  Rehab Porter
      •  Sleep Center 
      •  Stroke Support Group Co-Facilitator
      •  Volunteer Auxiliary Board
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Volunteer Program Summary
Women & Children’s Center
6%
CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center 2%
CentraCare Pharmacy 1% 
CentraCare Digestive Center 1% 
Emergency Trauma Center 
2%
Cancer Care Services 3% 
Behavioral Health Services 
4% 
  
  
   
 
Education & Professional Development 
1%
Health Information 
Management 1%
Gorecki Guest House 1%
Junior Volunteer 8% 
Home Care & Hospice
Services 3% 
Patient Access 
27%
Perioperative Services
2% 
Project H.E.A.L. 1%
 
Special Events 5%
 
Support Services
9% 
Link to Life 1%
Medicine Care Center 1%
Gift Gallery 
10%
C   
Other Programs 
1%
  
  
 
  
  
Spiritual Care
11% 
* Based on 2013 Independent Sector value of volunteer time
Areas of Volunteer Service
Total number of volunteers who provided service: 1,090
Age:                             Gender:                         Race:
14-18       15%              Female       76%             Caucasian (white)                     91%
19-25       21%              Male          24%             African American                        3%
26-65       35%                                                     Asian/Pacific Islander                 4%
66+          29%                                                     Hispanic                                      1%
                                                                            Unknown                                     1%
      •  Total number of volunteer hours served: 111,743
      •  Value of services*: $2,519,805
      •  Full-time employee equivalent: 54
Highlights
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Volunteers get real world experience
The Student Serve & Learn Program offers hands-on learning 
unlike any other at St. Cloud Hospital and is perfect for students that are 
interested in pursuing medical careers or wanting to take volunteering 
to the next level. The Student Serve & Learn Program’s expectations 
and tasks are more rigorous than our other student volunteer positions. 
Volunteers commit to serving 80 hours in four weeks during the summer 
or one semester during the school year. Students serve in both patient 
and non-patient areas in a variety of different departments.
One of the most exciting elements of the Student Serve & Learn Program is that every day is different. Students are 
assigned to tasks based on the demands of the hospital and the need for volunteers that day.
Beginning this year, students were able to attend a variety of different tours and workshops in addition to their 
regular volunteer shifts. These incentives — ranging from a hands-on behind the scenes look at the Emergency Trauma 
and Surgery Centers, to presentations from the Human Resources department with tips and tricks on resume building 
and interviewing — are designed to give students a head-start and a competitive edge for future careers. 
Healing Touch supports healing and health
Healing Touch is a relaxing, nurturing, energy-based therapy. It uses gentle touch 
to influence and support the energy system within and around the physical body. 
This type of therapy supports your body’s natural ability to heal. It is safe for 
all ages and works in harmony with standard medical care.
The Healing Touch volunteer moves his or her hands in a gentle motion over and 
around the body to clear the energy field. With permission, the volunteer may 
use gentle touch. The goal is to clear, harmonize, energize and balance these 
energy systems to enhance physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health.
The volunteer Healing Touch Program is being reestablished at St. Cloud Hospital. 
If you are interested in becoming a Healing Touch volunteer, please contact the 
Volunteer Office today at 320-255-5638!
Project 450 approaches goal as volunteers 
and employees refer friends and family
Volunteers fill many roles at CentraCare Health locations around St. Cloud 
and surrounding areas, including St. Cloud Hospital, CentraCare Health Plaza, 
and CentraCare Clinic. Volunteers lend a hand in a myriad of different ways — 
from greeting guests and assisting with way finding, to facilitating speedy 
transports for patients, to office assistance, answering phones and so much 
more. Over 1,000 volunteers assist health care providers, allowing them to focus 
on their patients and provide the best health care experience possible.
As CentraCare Health expands its efforts and takes on new initiatives and 
patients, the demand for volunteers continues to grow. To address this need, the 
Volunteer Auxiliary launched its premier referral program, “Project 450 by 2015” 
on April 21, 2013, to recruit an additional 450 volunteers by the end of 2014. 
As of July 1, 2014, 329 people joined the Volunteer Program since the campaign 
began. Of the new volunteers, 101 have been referrals from employees and 
volunteers. Thank you for your continued efforts to recruit more volunteers — 
keep up the great work.
(Left to right) Phil Ruggiero, St. Cloud Hospital 
Volunteer Auxiliary President awards 
Michaela Connolly, Jen Kipka and Dave Walz 
$50 Coborn’s gift cards for making the most 
successful referrals to the Volunteer Program 
between April 21, 2013 and Jan. 1, 2014.
Not pictured: J.P. Martin.
Women & Children’s Center
 11%
  
  
   
 
CentraCare
Family Health Center 
8%
Behavioral Health Services 
13%
CentraCare 
Kidney Program 
14%
Home Care & 
Hospice Services 
10%
Orthopedics/
Rehabilitation 
Services 
5%
   
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
Education & Professional
Development
25%
Volunteer Services
14% 
Revenue
Rollover Funding                                                                                                              $17,999
Donations and Gift Gallery Revenue                                                                               $90,176
Fundraisers                                                                                                                         $7,889
Newborn Photos                                                                                                                 $3,840
Art Commissions                                                                                                                   $608
Interest                                                                                                                                       $8
Total                                                                                                                               $120,520
Expenses
Donations (Projects Funded and Gorecki Guest House)                                                                   $99,520
Rollover Balance                                                                                                              $16,591
Health Care Auxiliary of Minnesota (HCAM)                                                                      $2,567
Marketing                                                                                                                           $1,504
Other                                                                                                                                      $338
Total                                                                                                                               $120,520
Projects Funded
Summary of Operations
St. Cloud Hospital Volunteer Auxiliary
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Behavioral Health Services  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,300
•  Child & Adolescent Behavioral Health Meadow lobby enhancement — child table and chairs 
•  Clara’s House Art Therapy — learning games, relaxation toys and new resource books
•  Clara’s House Occupational Therapy — self-calming supplies for patients with 
   sensory processing disorders 
•  Clara’s House Play Therapy — therapeutic games, sensory items and books
•  Clara’s House Residence — electronic digital Vital Signs machine with oximetry
•  Clara’s House Yoga Program — a soothing water fountain and supplies for the yoga room
•  Mental Health Recreation Therapy — shoes for patients to wear during recreational therapy
CentraCare Family Health Center  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,000
•  Patient Education Materials — develop and translate information for Somali patients
•  Reach Out & Read — books to promote the Reach Out and Read program
CentraCare Kidney Program  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,000
•  High protein beverage to be offered to study group participants
Education & Professional Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,370
•  Health Care Scholarships — for high school students, employees and volunteers
•  House-wide Simulation Center — Foley catheter trainers, a Laryngoscope, a laptop and 
   training medication, fake blood and wounds
Home Care & Hospice Services  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,000
•  Palliative Care Adult Bereavement Program — to expand services and provide supplies to make 
   patient handprints at St. Cloud Hospital; purchase supplies and food for the annual Tree of Life service
•  Schwartz Center Rounds — for general support of Schwartz Center Rounds including providing 
   lunch to attendees and to defray membership fees
Orthopedics/Rehabilitation Services  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,600
•  Bone & Joint orthopedic trauma — acryllic models of orthopedic procedures for patient education 
•  Inpatient Rehabilitation — Occupational Therapy iPad and items for Therapeutic Listening
Volunteer Services  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,750
•  Dignity Closet — clothing for patients
•  Gorecki Guest House — two desk chairs, two bar stools and TV trays
•  Volunteer Program — supplies and marketing materials
Women & Children’s Center  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,500
•  Family Birthing Center — two HoverMatts and training for one additional instructor
•  Infant Massage Program — educational brochures and massage oils
Total Funding  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49,520
Projects Funded
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Ways to Give
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Your donations benefit 
patients and families 
St. Cloud Hospital volunteers oversee 
various programs that provide resources 
to make the patient and guest experience 
more positive. Here are ways you can 
make a difference:
      •  Donate fleece to support LUV Blankets – The St. Cloud Hospital Volunteer Program 
          is seeking donations of fleece to make LUV Blankets. These blankets are given to 
          child and adolescent patients in the Emergency Trauma Center to provide warmth 
          and comfort. Minimum fabric size accepted is 36" x 30". Bright colors and 
          child-appropriate patterns for a hospital setting are appreciated. 
      •  Gorecki Guest House – Guests are able to enjoy a daily continental-style breakfast, 
          including coffee and hot chocolate (individual packets). We fill our candy dishes 
          every day and always are in need of individually wrapped candies — chocolate is a 
          favorite! Our guests also like to snack on microwave popcorn in the evening. Also 
          needed are dryer sheets and HE powdered detergent to stock the laundry room. 
          Gorecki Guest House is gratefully accepting gift cards from Coborn’s, Shopko, 
          Target, Sam’s Club and Walmart.
      •  Cell phones – If you recently upgraded your cell phone, please consider donating 
     your old one. Volunteers work with local sheriff departments to distribute refurbished 
     phones to those without. The phone will only be used for emergency 911 calls with 
      no monthly service fee. We also accept phone chargers and accessories.
    •  Books and magazines – Children’s and adult books and magazines help pass the 
         time in family lounges. Reading materials for our patient libraries are distributed 
          and managed by volunteers. We accept general interest magazines such as 
          Good Housekeeping or National Geographic that are up to a few years old and 
          news magazines such as Time that are up to two months old.
      •  Unused airline frequent flyer miles – Do you have airline frequent flyer miles you 
          are going to lose? Most airlines allow points to be used for magazine subscriptions. 
          Consider using the Health Science Library address, 1406 Sixth Avenue North, 
          St. Cloud, MN 56303. For more information visit www.magsformiles.com.
      •  Greeting cards – Volunteers recycle old greeting cards (all personal information is 
          discarded) and make them into new cards which are sold to raise funds to support the 
          Recovery Plus Helping Hands Volunteer Program.
      •  Dignity Closet clothing – The Dignity Closet provides clothing to patients who enter 
          the hospital under difficult circumstances or whose clothing was cut off upon hospital 
          admission. Items needed include new unisex sweatpants and sweatshirts, t-shirts, 
socks and underwear of all sizes. 
For more information on ways you can give,
contact the Volunteer Office at 320-255-5638 or 
e-mail volunteer@centracare.com today.
Shop for a Cause
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Second annual ‘Shop for a Cause’ 
raises money, awareness of 
Auxiliary-funded programs
The second annual Shop for a Cause took 
place June 13, 2014 at St. Cloud Hospital 
Gift Gallery, CentraCare Health Plaza 
Gift Gallery and the Gift Shop at St. Benedict’s Senior Community – St. Cloud. 
Shoppers were once again able to save 20 percent on merchandise storewide, 
knowing proceeds from their purchases would go toward a good cause. 
All proceeds from the sales at the Gift Gallery go to the St. Cloud Hospital 
Volunteer Auxiliary, and benefit many wonderful programs throughout 
CentraCare Health that otherwise would not be possible. In fiscal year 2013, 
the Volunteer Auxiliary provided $99,520 in funding to more than 20 projects. 
Since 1982, the Volunteer Auxiliary has granted more than $2 million to 
support needed programs and services.
Several programs that received funding in 2013 include:
      •  Bereavement Program - patient handprints
      •  Dignity Closet clothing
      •  Mental Health Unit gym shoes  
Handprints leave lasting impression
As a lasting reminder of a loved one who is nearing the end of their 
life at St. Cloud Hospital, family members are given the gift 
of handprints. 
Recently, a young mother created two handprints for her daughters 
so they could keep a piece of her close after her death.
A group of health care providers from the St. Cloud Hospital 
Adult Bereavement Program committee developed the handprint 
idea to support grieving families. It was first offered to Intensive 
Care Unit and Oncology patients in November of 2013. This service 
is now offered to all inpatient units and the Emergency Trauma 
Center. Funding for supplies was provided by the St. Cloud 
Volunteer Auxiliary.
Staff use an inkless print system to create the handprint which allows 
for a beautiful memory without the mess of ink or clay. On the back 
of the handprint is a touching poem and a space for the person’s name 
and date. Staff have found making handprints is therapeutic in 
helping them cope with the death of a patient by providing comfort 
to patients and families. 
Shown is an example of a handprint keepsake.
Featured Projects
The tide recedes but leaves behind 
bright seashells on the sand.
The sun goes down but gentle warmth 
still lingers on the land.
The music stops and yet it  
echoes on in sweet refrain …
For every joy that passes 
something beautiful remains.
- M.D. Hughes
Featured Projects
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“We had a confused, elderly, male patient who had been agitated and restless. He had 
a developmental delay and was very uncomfortable being in the hospital. Early in his 
stay, he would respond violently when he was scared, angry, or upset. He had difficulty 
communicating and would mumble or yell. A few days into his stay, I was sitting with 
him when I heard him talking about clothes. He had been wearing a hospital gown and 
pull-up underwear. I heard him say something about pants. I got his walker and walked 
him to the Dignity Closet. He picked out a sweatshirt and a pair of sweatpants to wear. 
He was so excited to have real clothes that he wanted to put them on in the hallway! 
We went back to his room and I helped him get dressed. I heard him mumble words and 
the only word I understood was “spiffy” — he must have felt “spiffy!” After dressing 
in “real” clothes he became more and more cooperative and was able to communicate 
his needs. We learned more about how to better care for him. A new outfit made a 
tremendous difference!”
- Shared by a Nurse Educator on Medical Unit 1
Clothing for those in need
The St. Cloud Hospital Dignity Closet provides 
clothing to patients who enter the hospital under 
difficult circumstances or whose clothing was 
cut off upon hospital admission. Our ability to 
stock this closet allows us to positively impact 
people at a very desperate time in their lives. 
Tending to their health care needs as well as 
clothing them physically truly helps to fulfill 
our mission of caring for others — body, mind and spirit.
Thanks to the generosity of CentraCare Health employees, more than $140,000 was 
raised for the St. Cloud Hospital Dignity Closet program, which provides new, inexpensive 
clothing for patients in need to wear home from the hospital. Basic clothing inventory 
will be distributed to closets located on Medical Units 1 and 2, Telemetry, Mental Health, 
Pediatrics/NICU and Emergency Trauma Center.
Gym shoes are a step in the right direction
Because of safety concerns, patients in the Mental Health Unit often do not have appropriate 
shoes to wear when exercising. When patients go to the gym they request the use of shoes 
to play basketball, walk on the treadmill, use the cross-trainer and exercise. 
Auxiliary funding has provided 40 pairs of flat canvas shoes in different sizes. Exercise is 
known to have a positive impact on mental health. The use of gym shoes also has increased 
patient satisfaction and decreased patient falls. 
Scan now to watch 
a video about the 
Dignity Closet.
Gorecki Guest House 
plans expansion to 
welcome more guests
“It was such a relief to have 
a clean and welcoming room to 
go to after spending hours at the 
hospital. Unfortunately, of the three weekends spent at the hospital, there was only one 
weekend that a room was available. It will be a great plus when you add more rooms! 
Staying with you is like home away from home.” - Nancy, guest from Maynard
While Nancy wasn’t able to stay each time she wanted, a generous gift by 
Benedict and Dorothy Gorecki of Milaca now will pave the way to expand 
the St. Cloud Hospital Gorecki Guest House. Their lead $1-million donation 
in 2008 helped build the current Guest House which bears their name.
Benefits of expansion:
      •  Serve more families in need and have the ability to accommodate 
          families immediately upon request.
      •  Extend registration hours to accommodate families who arrive 
          later in the evening because of trauma or emergency situations.
About the Guest House:
Conveniently located across the street from St. Cloud Hospital, the Gorecki Guest House welcomes patients 
and family members who are receiving medical care in the St. Cloud community. The house offers a comfortable, 
homelike atmosphere that allows families to stay close to their loved ones.
Since opening on June 15, 2009, the Gorecki Guest House has served more than 9,600 guests from 84 counties 
in Minnesota, 45 states, and as far away as Canada, England, France, Kenya and Spain. The Guest House averaged 
85 percent occupancy in fiscal year 2014. The house is booked at 100 percent occupancy one out of every two nights, 
and has to turn away as many as 15 families per night. 
Throughout the years, the Guest House has been supported by the efforts 
of volunteers and St. Cloud Hospital Volunteer Auxiliary. Currently the 
Volunteer Auxiliary is providing funding for the Gorecki Guest House 
endowment through the CentraCare Health Foundation. The Volunteer 
Auxiliary is proud to help provide funding to reduce operating costs 
and to provide a free or reduced stay for those with financial need.
Featured Projects
Volunteer Auxiliary Health Care Scholarships
The Volunteer Auxiliary generously awarded $10,000 in scholarships 
to St. Cloud Hospital employees and volunteers. St. Cloud Hospital’s 
scholarship committee is dedicated to advancing the education of those 
pursuing health care careers. 
2014 Scholarship Recipients
Laura Golembeski                        Colleen Sauvageau
Stephanie Janson                           Jorie Schwarten
Krista Kuklok                              Tessa Swenson
Melissa Leininger                            Scott Wilfong
Jill Libbesmeier                           Mikalea Willhite
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“I graduated from college in December 2013 
and now work as a Licensed Practical Nurse. 
The financial assistance helped further my 
nursing education and lifted a weight off 
my shoulders. Thanks for helping me achieve 
my dream of becoming a nurse.”
- Haley VanderVoort, LPN 
Surgical Care Unit 1, former volunteer
Fran
 Donlin
 was
 honored
 as
 2013
 Volunteer
 
of
 the
 Year
 at
 the
 Volunteer
 Recognition
 
Dinner
 Sept.
 24,
 2013.
 She
 is
 shown
 with
 
her
 grandson
 Lucas.
High school 
seniors each
 
receive a co
py of “Oh the Pl
aces 
You’ll Go” b
y Dr. Seuss d
uring the Jun
ior Volunteer
 
Awards 
ceremon
y June 11, 20
14.
Volunteers
 who
 achieved
 800
 hours
 were
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 at
 the
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 Recognition
 Dinner
 on
 Sept.
 24,
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Volunteers w
ere congratu
lated by (far left
) Craig Broman
 
and Dr. Terry
 
Pladson, (far rig
ht) Mark Larkin
 
and Duane
Rasmusson 
for achieving 1,5
00 hours of volu
nteer service
 
at the Volunt
eer Recogni
tion Dinner 
2013.
Volunteer
 trivia
 contest
 teams
 perform
 cheers
 during
 
the
 National
 Volunteer
 Week
 Event
 on
 April
 7,
 2014.Morris F., STEP Fo
rce volunteer, 
heads to the River C
ampus.
Terry
 S.
 and
 Jocelyn
 W.
 visit
 duringtheir
 shift.
 
Abibat O. helps out 
in the Volunteer Office.
Brandon
 S.
 and
 Matt
 G.,
 Student
 Volunteers,
 take
 a
 tour
 
of
 the
 ETC
 and
 helipad
 as
 part
 of
 their
 Serve
 &
 Learn
 
Progam
 experience.
Volunteers w
ho achieved 
100 hours we
re honored a
t the 
Volunteer Re
cognition Di
nner 2013.
Volunteers who achieved 200 hours were 
honored at the Volunteer Recognition 
Dinner 2013.
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Volunteer Snapshots
Junior
 Volunteers
 get
 all
 wrapped
 up
 in
 the
 fleece
 scraps
 after
 
making
 LUV
 Blankets
 for
 the
 Emergency
 Trauma
 Center.
Sylivia H., Playolog
ist Volunteer, helps a
 
young girl with 
a puzzle in the Child
ren’s Center Playroo
m.
Milestones of Service
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29,000 hours
Ronald Hemmesch 
20,000 hours
Nancy Frobenius 
10,500 hours
J.P. Martin
9,500 hours
Kathleen Henning  
8,000 hours
Bev Dornbusch
7,500 hours
Corrine Janochoski
7,000 hours
Irene Patenaude
6,500 hours
Ilene Gasser  
Gerry Keymer
5,500 hours
Shirlee Bauer
Myrna Hurttgam
Ann Peterson
5,000 hours
Fran Donlin
Mark Donlin
LaDonna Merritt
Martha “Marty” Stock
Eileen Warzecha
4,500 hours
Morris Freier
Georgia Fruth
Shirley Loehr
Ken Norbie
John Reinhart
Gary Riess
Pete Spindler
Mary Weyrens-Tasto
4,000 hours
Mary Pat FitzGerald
Steffi Lang
Warren Opp
Evelyn Pflipsen
Lorraine Rieland
Janet Schnabel
Delma Skaja
Terry Sylvester
Rosella “Rosie” Woods
3,500 hours
Terry Gregory
Joanie Hoosline
Eileen Kirchner
Millie Morgel
Sandi Schulzetenberg
Hugo Weyrens
3,000 hours
Cathy Carriveau
Angeline Hipp
Cara Johnson
Mary Jane Lauerman
Mary Ann May
Eileen Roeder
Phil Ruggiero
Connie Sanvik
Jerome Schendzielos
Eileen Steffes
Jean Taylor
Jean Woods
2,500 hours
Sara Dorn
Paul Gauerke
Lorraine Inderrieden
Patricia Salzer
Sharron Schlagel
Kathleen Zwilling
2,000 hours
George Aleshire
Andrew “Andy” 
Anderson
Darlene Bartholomay
Shirley Braun
Kathleen Brummer
Betty Burns
Robert Diederichs
Kendra Flanagan
Dianna Fink
Linda Ganshert
LouAnn Garner
Gayle Gilbert
Sandra Johnson
Shirley Kern
Sandra Lindquist
Robert Nelson
Joan O’Driscoll
Joan Patton
Marcia “Marcy” 
Rynestad
Joyce Stewart
Kathy Terhaar
Michael White
1,500 hours
Dennis Barrett
Helen Bettendorf
Kathryn Carriar
Orpha DeLong
Marlene Dingman
Doris Grell
Sharon Harrell
John Houghton
Joann “Jo” Johnson
Betty Kampa Miller
David Klimek
Florence Kral
Sue Luedtke
Evelyn Moore
Amy Robertson
Mary Sadlowsky
Dorine Salzl
Dave Simondet
James “Jim” Stang
Eileen Terhaar
Loretta Warzecha
Kathleen “Kathy” 
Watkins
Margaret White
Dorothy Wilson
1,000 hours
Kholood Abuhadid
Mary Albu
RoseMary Anderson
Steven Bemis
Joseph Blenker
Jennifer Breitzman
Chad Brenden
Jane Brown
Joan Cahill
Richard Chavez
Magdalene Cigelske
Deb Crennen
Loretta “Letti” Delk
Rachel Ertl
Patricia Fitzharris
Ronald Frick
Twila Geiger
Clinton “King” Grundman
Mark Happe
Kari Hartman
Florence Heim
Anna Hoover
Thomas Jamison
Peggy Janson
Adeline Jasken
Melissa Jensen
Deborah Jerome
Larry Joy
Joanne Keck
Nancy Lunde
Vicki Lundeen
Carole Lysher
Barb McConnell
Maggie McLaird
Jamie McMullen
Mary McMullen
Marlene Meyer
Mildred “Jeanne” 
Molloy
Dianne Mosford
Laura Mumm
Darlene Nastrom
Cheryl Nelson
Colleen Neu
Vera Ranem
Jerry Ring
Patricia Ring
Judy Rogers
Martha Schelonka
Kathryn “Kathy” Schug
Susan Seep
Marion Sell
Gordon Snyder
Ronald Stewart
Ruth Sundby
Christina Tomlinson
Beata “Betty” Vigen
Mary Vos
Judith “Judy” Walters
Leonette Welle
Josephine “Josie” 
Yaroshefski
Patricia Yocum
Virgina “Virgie” Zenner
Donna Zniewski
900 hours
Sharon Asselin
Rita Bartl
Joanne Elwell
Jerry Fischer
Denise Geiger
Thomas Huffman
Mary Kay Kerfeld-Bohm
George Mathis
800 hours
Whitney Adrian
Ian “Andy” Anderson
JoAnn Bautch
Barbara Gasperlin
Penelope “Penny” 
Gorman
Rich Hannig
Kim Hintermeister
Wallace Hitchcock
Bertha “Bebe” Huberty
Gordon Hurttgam
James Kimlinger
Virginia “Ginny” 
Koshiol
Nancy Koski
Gail Los
Leonore “Norie” 
Mahowald
Lynne O’Neill Willey
Jonelle Orth
Ken Pierskalla
Tina Speaks
Delores Stang
Mary Ann Tourres
Linda Waring
Mary Wolters
Bill Zimmerman
700 hours
Kalaiselvi “Selvi” 
Arunachalam
Aissatou Bah
Kaytlyn Brancel
Paul Brixius
Mindy Drinnin
Carolyn Garlock
Chris Gordon
Barbara Grachek
Brittany “Britt” Klehr
Eileen Larsen
Jason Meemken
Mary Morton
Sharron Nistler
Anne Ramler
Elaine Reinert
Sruthi Shankar
Bonnie Stachowski
Betty Starr
Eleen “Helen” Sundquist
600 hours
Bernice Atkinson
Rachel Bedel
Barb Bestick
Kevin Bloch
Andrea Brasel
Michele Busch
Mel Butkowski
Suzanne Butkowski
Janet Dahl
Pat Demarais
Kathleen Engel
Joyce Fossum
Bill Garner
Willard Hecht
Rosemarie Imgrund
Steve Irlbeck
Geraldine “Gerri” Jonas
Mary Lou Kasella
Mary Kelsey
Marv Kustermann
Roseann “Rosie” Lommel
Catherine Makowsky
Ashley Martin
Mary Marx
Catherine Matros
Taylor Nelson
Pragathi Paari
Vicki Peterson
Marion Philippi
Gwen Przybilla
Gerianne “Mitzi” 
Rasmussen
Jill Rooney
Cynthia Rothstein
Roger Schmidt
Clarice Schroeder
Anne Slee
Patricia Smiglewski
John Spanier
Lawrence “Larry” 
Thostenson
500 hours
William “Bill” Aleshire
Joseph Bautch
Lori Buegler
Mary Carlson
Patrick Cartier
Luanne Cedergren
James Ferkinhoff
Dorain Goetzke
Julie Grant
Elizabeth Hagen
Milestones of Service
Rebekah Blonski
Allen Chen
Robert Czaplicki
Meredith DePree
Jody Eisenschenk
Alan Fredrickson
Matthew Fuchs
Yu Hao
Robin Hasslen
Jerome Hess
Sylvia Hoihjelle
Paige Jochum
John Kantor
Karen Kierzek
Mary Kittridge
Michael Klein
Casey Kunkel
Michael Lahr
Anna Leaf
Ray Lodermeier
Angela Luksetich
Geraldine Marquardt
Fae Maslowski
Madonna Mattocks
Brittany Miller
Mariah Moldaschel
Linda Nguyen
Jared Nordstrom
Carly Novak
Siddharth Paari
Alexis Phillips
Cecilie Pravdica
Grant Pulliam
David Pullis
Cassandra Roeder
Pat Royer
Alan Ruegemer
Mary Schmitt
Theresa Shrode
Joan Skroch
Jean Smith
Keith Spinali
Danelle St Marie
Lori Stang
Linda Switzer
Robert Thienes
Evan Thomas
Linda Trenz
Anna Warzecha
Katherine “Kasey” Westra
200 hours
Adinan Abdulai
Vicki Abraham
Tara Adams
Alexander “Alex” 
Anderson
Angelica Anderson
Carol Barrymore
Kyle Bertram
Siera Beuning
June Bohlig
Emily Brix
Martha Bunde
Amanda Burge
Jacqueline Cvancara
Lori Czech
Dylan Dangerfield
Ayan Dubow
Nora Frempong
Alex Funk
Abigail Haehn
Utku Hasbay
Bernadine “Bernie” 
Hennek
Sharon Henry
Julie Hieserich
Zachary Hoggarth
Kelsey Hunstiger
Tom Jacobs
Ryan Jameson
Geraldine Janson
Sunnita “Sunny” Jensen
Barbara Johnson
Kody Kasten
Cole Kircher
Thomas Klecker
Jocelyne Kleinsmith
Joy Klemish
Haley Klundt
Benjamin Kor
Cortney Kostreba
Adrianne Larson
Gary Leither
Mary Lindell
Joan Lombardi
Jean Lovelace
Kathleen “Suz” 
Luethmers
Alexandra Martin
James McMahon
Glenice Mehrwerth
Eleanna Melcher
Michelle Meyer
Haris Mian
Michelle “Mickey” 
Moran
Bailey Mumm
Mary Neuman
Johnelle Novak
Krista Olson
Jensen Potts
Steven Raml
Sarah Rapaway
Emily Rathbun
Margaret Rice
William Rosendahl
Michele Rosha
Claire Ruegemer
Rachelle Schmitt
Chandani Singh
Cheryl Smith
Susan Smith
Janet Stark
Brett Stinogel
Nghi Vuong
Janet Warzecha
Benjamin Watkins
Jenifer Weyer
Bonita Wiehoff
Mindy Winter
Cindy Zieglmeier
100 hours
Faisa Ahmed
Hiba Ahmed
Susan Albrecht
Gina Athmann
Loretta Anderson
Maxine Anderson
Travis Anderson
Kelly Arnold
Sunday Aryemo
Mohammad “Momo” 
Ayyub
Cheryl Backes
Burton Bancroft
Sonja Beastrom
Anna Bender
Lillian Boser
Anne Brenner
Monica Brixius
Tracy Bruns
Paula Burge
Colleen Burton
Kathryn Chasteen
Michaela Connolly
Margaret Couch
Annette Cunningham
Samantha Czeck
Alison Dahlin
Mary Danaher
Kianna Doyel
George Doyle
Samuel Ellis
Atimma Eyo
Susan Fiedler
Kelsey Fischer
Austin Gapinski
Marisa Gaetz
Mary Gail
Mariah Geisenhof
Courtney Goulet
Arthur “Art” Grachek
Jessica Grachek
Nicholas “Nic” Greer
Ashley Gregerson
Stephanie Grogan
Emily Gruber
Brayan Guevara
Hannah Gurbada
Jennie Hamre
Elizabeth “Betty” Harry
Jamie Heinen
Kathryn “Kay” Heinen
Jane Hennen
Jennifer Hill
Sharon Hobbs
Donna Holovnia
Mitchell Hurrle
Samantha Hurrle
Lynn Imholte
Caroline Jacobs
Judith “Judy” Johnson
Melissa Johnson
Ella Johnston
Miriam Junggeburth
Jennifer Kalpin
Terry Kantor
Joanne 
“S. Colleen” Haggerty
Jeanette “Jan” Hannig
Raphael “Ray” 
Hommerding
Jean Imholte
Carol Johnson
Linda Kappes
Karen Kleinschmidt
Linda Kmitch
Jacqueline Maleska
Barb Marquardt
Kristine Peikert
Joan Rennie
William “Bill” Ruede
Robert Seitz
Candice Sjodin
Jackie Smith
Cory Taylor
Louise Theisen
Brianna Zachman
JoAnn Zezoney
400 hours
Islam Abuhadid
Joelle Anderson-Burr
Bill Baker
Tracey Boulton
Deborah Copa
Joanne Eveslage
Patricia Feneis
Karen Ferkinhoff
Debra Haus
Linda Hendrickson
Pat Kirmeier
Mary Labernik
Dwayne Lamprecht
Mary Libby
Alex Mayer
Paula Mercurio
Mary Michaud
Larry Miller
Rosemary Monk
Bailey Nemeth
Barb Nierengarten
Katia Alora Paz
Judy Prom
Theresa Rosenberger
Kiin Sahal
Georgia Sakry
Katherine Schulz
Christopher Sebas
Thomas Steil
Brandon Sundberg
Jane Torborg
Dom Warzecha
Susan Williams
300 hours
Brittany Ahrens
Hosam Alkhatib
Judy Ament
Linda Baldwin
Travis Baumann
William Becker
Dorothy Berg
Halie Kaufman
Elizabeth Kiley
Sharon Kimball
Dean Kirkeby
Erin Krueger
Christina Lafleur
Angela Leen
Wayne Lenzmeier
Kelley Lewellyn
Mary Ley
Chancelvie Louzolo
Madison Lutgen
Shirley Lutgen
Cheryl Maras
Madison Martin
Barbara Ann “Juanita” 
Mauer
William McCue
Patricia McLaird
Selamawit “Selam” 
Merawi
Ann Meyer
James Miksanek
Joshua Mjolsness
Ifrah Moalim
Abigail Moeller
Cheryl Motl
Rachael Mueller
Megan Murphy
Abdirizak Musse
Matthew Nahan
Ryan Nahan
Roger Neils
Carol Neis
Anita Neu
Debora Neu
Audrey Minh Chau 
Nguyen
Barbara Niebur
Marion Nistler
Gay Noack
Abibat Oguntade
Florence Okokpujie
Gina Olson
Maxine Olson
Molly Parries
Paige Pawlenty
Brittany Pelto
Alice Petersen
Malina Peterson
Sean Pickthorn
Jacqueline Pinkerton
Ashley Prigge
Cassandra Prince
John Prom
Mary Pull
Maren Raden
Heidi Rajkowski
James Reineke
Taylor Reiner
Lucas Reitz
Names in red achieved milestone in FY 2014. 23
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Abby Brown
Ashley Burkhardt
Kevin Carlson
Betty Cashman
Kelly Caspers
Janine Chaney
Kathleen “Katie” 
Connolly
Joel Conzemius
Cynthia Cumming
Ian Cvancara
Colleen Degree
Laurel Dickerson
Michael Dorle
Debby Duncan
Mary Durgin
Mark Eichers
Jeanette Eisenschenk
Andrew Eisenreich
Alisha Elsperger
Samantha Filzen
Kimberly Foster
Pamela Frakes
Kristine Gadacz
Gayani Gamage
Bruce Ganfield
Kathryn Ganfield
Nicole Gapinski
Bibiana Gazett
Karleen Gerads
Bonnie Gohmann
Olivia Gordon
Daniel Green
Brad Gunderson
Sharon Hadrich
Dolores Hanisch
Shirley Hansen
Kristen Heinen
Kari Hiscock
Carolyn Hoening
Linda Hooser
Tessa Kahring
Rebecca Kilbourne
Marie Kirchner
Alisha Koopmeiners
Nathan Kor
Elizabeth Krippner
Maryanna Kroska
Ahmed Kulane
Deborah Laxson
Alexandra Lee
Anna Lindell
Emily Loop
Brianna Lovato
Morgan Lutgen
Trevor Mace
Kaia Magnuson
Tahseen Mahroof
Nicholas Maleska
Astrid Mamona Yengo
Kristi Markgraf
Rachel McCloud
William “Bill” McConnell
Patricia McNary
Jodi Meichsner
Madeline Meier
Samuel Meyer
Anna Miller
Duane Nieters
Moriah Novacinski
Stephanie Noyes
Kaitlin “Katie” Olson
Lynn Parker
Jerald Peterson
Adrian Pierskalla
Marie Pierskalla
Shashi Prakash
Nicholas Reuter
Megan Richert
Jocile Robinson
Bryn Rogers
Tanner Rothstein
Corey Sakkinen
Denise Schaefer
Joann Schmiesing
Stephanie Schmitt
Paul Schoenberg
George Schoephoerster
Abby Schramel
Jessica Stang
Mary Tacker
Donald Tembreull
Sally Thayer
Kimberly Thorsteinson
Sydney Trewick
Rebecca Walz
Autumn Webb
Laura Wiechmann
Louise Yager
Michelle Zitur
0-49 hours
Amber Aasen
Michelle Adams
Jo Anderson
Peter “Pete” Barrett
Ryan Bartes
Dorothy Bernardy
Renee Bernardy
Jeffrey Blair
Bryant Bohlig
Janaye Boser
Philip Boyle
Sofia Boyle
Patricia Bresser
Mariah Buschette
Vicki Carlson
Cameron Castronovo
Becky Coulter
Abigale “Abbey”Dehler
Benedict “Ben” 
Dockendorf
Adam Donlin
Tina Ethen
Rosemary Ferraro
Cody Forcier
Greta Gerdes
Mikenzie Gessell
Aline Glazos
100 hours (cont.)
Joanne Rothstein
Kristina Ruchti
Claire Sautner
Katlin “Katie” Schmitz
Sienna Schneider
Madelyn Schnettler
Jenna Schyma
Jason Shierts
Michelle Sininger
Terry Slingluff
Sungho Sohn
Brittany Sorgenfrie
Thomas Steichen
Megan Stein
Roxann Storms
Marilyn Sutton
Sara Swanson
Alison Swoboda
Kayla Theis
Georgia Thienes
Michael Thienes
Tristin Topinka
Tony Tran
Alyssa Virnig
Carol Virnig
Joel Vogel
Ruth Vouk
Audrey Waggoner
Sharlene Wallack
Andrea Walter
Jocelyn Ward
Jessica Warzecka
Karen Weisbrich
Kenneth Wendinger
Corey Wheelock
Curtis Williams
Kathryn “Katie” 
Williams
Anais Wittrock
Megan Wolbeck
Ashley Wolter
Betty Wolterman
Michael “Mike” Woods
Henry “Curtis” 
Wunderlich
Kristin Wurm
Dolores Yeager
Atuobi Yiadom
Jennifer Young
50 hours
Belinda Angell
Daniel Bailey
Katherine Bastian
Shirley Bateman
Ann Bemboom
Mary Pat Benning
Joyce Bergh
Anna Bernstetter
Anne Bezek
Mary Bollig
Gabrielle Boser
Denise Brake
Names in red achieved milestone in FY 2014.
Rachel Tiede
Jennifer “Jenny” Tiernan
Duc Tran
Briana Traut
Jennifer Ulveling
Lindsey Urbashich
Graham Virtue
Makenzie Vosberg
Bailyn Walz
Raeley Walz
Cindy Wear
Jacob Webber
Marjorie Winter
Stephanie Wolford
Lilly Xie
Kimberly Yager-Deaustin
Chloe Yilek
Patrick Zook
Retired volunteers
5+ years of 
active service
(50 hours/year)
Ida Bohm 30 yrs
Georgia Fruth 27 yrs
Pat Kaufman 19 yrs
Gary Riess 17 yrs
Margaret Thomas 15 yrs
Betty Burns 14 yrs
Roger Dykhuizen 14 yrs
Jim Fischer 13 yrs
Donald Matakis 13 yrs
Dick Ziminske 13 yrs
Vicki Lundeen 12 yrs
Eileen Terhaar 12 yrs
Art Carlson 11 yrs
Mary Jane Mathiasen 10 yrs
Alfred Binder 9 yrs
Ronald Novotny 9 yrs
Robert Berg 8 yrs
Dianna Fink 8 yrs
Ray Lodermeier 8 yrs
Rita McKiernan 8 yrs
Darlene Bartholomay 7 yrs
Jackie Smith 7 yrs
Einas Alkhatib 6 yrs
Priscilla Gray 6 yrs
Bert Gray, AAT Dog 6 yrs
Mark Hughes 6 yrs
Pam Christianson 5 yrs
Shelby Eisenschenk 5 yrs
Stephanie Eswine 5 yrs
Joyce Eveslage 5 yrs
Muriel Keil 5 yrs
Pat A Kirmeier 5 yrs
John McKiernan 5 yrs
Ken Rosha 5 yrs
In Memoriam
Jere Briere
Karen Corbin
Robert Koenig, MD
Bill McRae
June Ringsmuth
Cathy Sell
Chelsea Gornik
Rita Gregory-Huseth
Lori Groinus
Karen Grossheider
Victoria Hall
Charielyn Hanauska
Nicole Heinen
Linda Hemmesch
Caitlin Hiemenz
Dana Hoelscher
Lindsey Hoeschen
Carolynn Jerabek-Kavanagh
Kathrin Johansen
Montrice Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Richard “Dick” Jokinen
Christine Jones
Keith Kantor
Alvin “Al” Klaverkamp
Kimberly Koch
Callie Kostreba
Melissa Koubsky
Jennifer Leischke
Heather Martell
Pamela “Pam” Marthaler
Bonnie Martin
Natalie Matthewson
Mashail Moalim
Marie Montgomery
Joan Mork
Austin Motl
Julene Muyres
Krista Muzny
Deanna Nelson
Julie Nelson
Roberta “Robbie” O’Brien
Mary Opatz Herges
Kenneth “Ken” Panger
Amanda Parries
Ivan Pearson
Carolyn “Kim” Peterson
Grace Peterson
Kathleen Pflueger
Laurie Pung
Judith Rassier
Alexandra Rauch
Connor Richardson
Cynthia Robertson
Paula Rose
Penny Rubesh
Lori Schafer
Ilene Schmitt
Tessa Schwinghammer
George Sibet
Heather Skroch
Alexandra “Alex” Sleva
Karli Solum
Mary Ann Stephany
Amber Stoffer
Katelynn Strelow
Lydell Taylor
Rita Taylor
Jordain Thelen
Brian Thieman
Would you like to volunteer?
Contact the Volunteer Office for more information at 
320-255-5638 or volunteer@centracare.com today.
Hannah Nordell, Volunteer Program Assistant
Megan Richert, Administrative Assistant
Janene Riedeman, Director, Volunteer Services
Brad Schoenherr, Volunteer Program Assistant
Alison Dahlin, Specialist, Volunteer Program
Volunteer Office Staff
Sally Allen, Gorecki Guest House
Dona Anderson, Dietetics
Gina Anderson, Bone & Joint Center
Larry Asplin, Surgery
Roberta Basol, Intensive & Surgical Care Unit
David Bischoff, Nutrition
Annie Brenner, Mental Health Adult Inpatient
Joyce Bromenschenkel, Medical Unit 2
Patti Bruggeman, CentraCare Clinic Northway
Kim Burnett, Gift Gallery
Karen Burzette, Recovery Plus Addiction and Mental Health Services
Alison Dahlin, Volunteer Program
Tim Dalton, CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center
Stephanie Davis, Women & Children’s Center
Patty Decknatel, Purchasing
Lori Diedrichs, Health Information Management
Mark Donlin, Spiritual Care
Krista Dotseth, Hospice
Mindy Drinnin, Volunteer, NICU March of Dimes
Sharon Dunham, Women & Children’s Center
Deb Eisenstadt, Rehabilitation Center
Kristin Ewing, CentraCare Bariatric Center
Melissa Freese, Stroke Center
Jodi Friedrichs, CentraCare Kidney Program
Jessica George, CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center
Keith Gerding, Distribution
Jessica Hackett, Sleep Center
Jennifer Hagen, CentraCare Pharmacy
Rayette Heise, Emergency Trauma Center
Jennifer Heyne, Link to Life
Kasey Hiltner, Medical Unit 2
Angela Hinson, Coborn Cancer Center
John Inkster, Cardiac Rehabilitation
Kellie Irlbeck, Cardiac Rehabilitation
Carleen Janey, Outpatient Services
Elaine Kiffmeyer, Patient Access
Jen Kipka, Volunteer, NICU March of Dimes
Karen Kleinschmidt, Volunteer, Health Care Directives
Paul Knutson, CentraCare Family Health Center
Bill Kuhlman, CentraCare Pharmacy
Melissa Lahn, Women & Children’s Center
Darla Mergen, CentraCare Health Foundation
Abby Miller, Administration
Hannah Nordell, Volunteer Program
Shelly O’Leary, Health Information Management
Jason Ophoven, CentraCare Clinic
Elaine Prom, Center for Surgical Care
Special thanks to the 
volunteer supervisors:
Mary Pull, Volunteer, Mended Hearts
Deb Randall, Home Care
Megan Richert, Volunteer Services
Janene Riedeman, Volunteer Services
Kelly Roering, Medicine Care Center
Kelly Rudolph, Human Resources
Vickie Ruegemer, Education & Professional Development
Juli Sanner, Breast Center
Mary Schaffer, Hospital Archives
Barb Scheiber, Patient Care Support
Susan Schleper, Education & Professional Development
Bradley Schoenherr, Volunteer Program
Rena Sespene-Hinz, Women & Children’s Center
Stacy Solomonson, Central Processing
Brittany Spah, Women & Children’s Center
Mark Stockinger, Laundry
Sam Stone, CentraCare Digestive Center
Deb Stueve, Clara’s House
Brian Thieman, CentraCare Urgency Center
Katie Tyler, CentraCare Pharmacy
Chris Walker, Mental Health Unit
Dena Walz, Endoscopy
Carol Warren-Abbott, Behavioral Health Services
Carla Wilson, Nutrition
Twyla Wolters, CentraCare Kidney Program
Gail Ziemer, Education & Professional Development
Volunteer Supervisors
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Thank you
volunteers!
For information on how you can 
make a difference in the lives of 
patients and families, contact 
the Volunteer Office.
320-255-5638
volunteer@centracare.com
centracare.com/volunteer
Touching Lives, Lifting Spirits.
